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Background

• In 2004 , the Oregon Immunization Program began to integrate our IIS (ALERT IIS) with our 

entire shop

• We have succeeded in nearing the peak of that tall, rugged, beautiful, and sometimes 

dangerous climb

• The summit is near, but perhaps less achievable than we imagined
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Background

• 2 types of integration

– Integration of features into the IIS

– Integration of program management

For us in Oregon the first is where we are going, the second is what we need to get there.



Know your route before you go: where we’re going
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Know your route before you go

Design your own roadmap: establish concrete short, medium, and long term goals for program integration 

• Short 

– Integration of VFC and IIS provider management

– Inventory and ordering in the IIS

• Medium

– Accountability tools in the IIS

– AFIX/IIS integration

– Flu vaccine management tools

– Data exchange reports

• Long 

– Integration of research and surveillance tools

– Integration of IIS and school law tools

– Wasted spoiled and expired vaccine reporting
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Get your gear together: what we need to get there
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Get your gear together

• Communal IIS and Immunization Program Governance

– Program council

• All program managers and team leads, including IIS, VFC, and other program leadership

• IIS staff are key part of broader immunization program governance

– Change Control Team

• 6-12 member board that coordinates IIS development

• VFC program and other programs take part in IIS governance

• Immunization Policy Advisory Team

– Outside stakeholders and supporters that enable IIS/program integration

• Joint mission and vision

– All team members share a unified vision and mission, with a clear route map to get there
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Early success
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Early success

Provider options to meet basic VFC requirements:

• Changing of primary contacts

• Easy modification to delivery times

• ExIS-VTrckS interface for vaccine ordering, management, and inventory control

• Mandatory data submission for VFC providers and pharmacies

• Access to immunization records for a far-broader audience than medical providers (e.g. 

schools, daycares, hospitals, occupational health, pharmacy)
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Hard fought accomplishments
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Hard fought accomplishments

• Accountability and Billables reporting functionality

• Creation and publication of quarterly “Excellence in Inventory Management” awards for 

vaccine accountability (which our VFC providers clamor to achieve)

• AFIX assessment functionality

• Seasonal flu vaccine pre-booking and delivery controls

• Data exchange with unique entities (ORPHEUS)

• Timely and complete data capture allowing research and epidemiology staff to conduct and 

publish research, and perform rapid response evaluation
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The summit is in sight
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The summit is in sight
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Most mountains get steeper the closer to the top you get

We have few remaining areas of integration

• Integration of research and surveillance tools

• Integration of IIS and school law tools

• Further integration with VFC and AFIX programs (most of the work is done)



The crux of the climb
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The crux of the climb

The challenges are fierce:

• Capacity to further expand IIS functionality with limited funds, contract timelines, staffing 

limitations, and conflicting priorities

• Our own internal differences in program priorities, combined with the challenges of rapid 

change and growth can put a pall on enthusiasm and require courage to take the final steps

• Rapidly changing requirements and top down structure of VFC and AFIX programs may 

impose demands on IIS development funds

• Helpdesk integration
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Looking back from 

high places
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Looking back from high places

• Establish a set of specific IIS features that other program areas need and prioritize as short, 

medium, and long term objectives

• Develop a shared governance structure that allows other program staff to engage with IIS 

decision making, but also brings IIS staff into overall program management

• Identify barriers before you get there:

– Funding, contracting

– Changing federal program requirements

– Differing program priorities and work styles

• Know what factors might assist integration:

– Outside partners and stakeholders

– Key staff and roles

– New funding opportunities
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Questions?
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